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I. root causes

















Ishikawa diagram











II. different 
viewpoints



Problem framing
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Problem framing see more details here

1. Why… why… why… why… why…?
2. Bring outsiders into the discussion
3. Get definitions in writing
4. Ask what’s missing
5. Consider multiple categories
6. Analyze positive exceptions
7. Question the objective

https://hbr.org/2017/01/are-you-solving-the-right-problems


III. getting to 
a solution
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Six thinking hats

3. Logical negatives

5. Creativity

2. Emotions

4. Logical positives

6. Planning

Objective, data, facts, gaps

Pessimist, negative impact, careful Optimist, best outcome, potential

New ideas, outside the box, think big Timing, organizing, choice

See details here

Subjective, gut feeling, intuitive

https://hbr.org/2017/01/are-you-solving-the-right-problems


Summary



• Love the problem, not the 
solution

• Find the underlying problems, 
and question whether you are 
addressing the right one

• Use this logic when presenting 
your proposal

• Reframe the problem using the 7 simple methods

• Know which problem you are solving, and its 
impact

• Ensure you are solving the real problem

• Approach your solution with 
various “thinking hats”

• Know when you should switch 
between the hats



Peter Horvath
peter@holistique.design

Good luck!
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Questions?


